WHEN:
November 20 (Wednesday) – 23 (Saturday), 2019

VENUE:
Wrocław University of Science and Technology, Wrocław, Poland

ORGANIZERS:
Association of European Civil Engineering Faculties and
Wrocław University of Science and Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering

WELCOMED PARTICIPANTS:
Representatives of the higher education institutions;
Representatives of the industry; Representatives of the local governmental institutions; Representatives of the civil engineering professional organizations; Young engineers;
Graduates; Students and representatives of student scientific organizations.

IMPORTANT DATES:
Deadline for abstract submission
30 April 2019
Notification of abstract acceptance (peer reviewed)
15 May 2019
Deadline for paper submission
15 July 2019
Notification of papers acceptance (peer reviewed)
15 August 2019
Early bird registration
30 August 2019
(Symposium proceedings with ISBN)

TOPICS:
Field of Civil Engineering Science and Research:
- conducting common research and development projects; joint implementation of research projects, performance of technical expertise by university professionals

Field of Civil Engineering Education:
- CE curriculum design, creation and conducting of dual studies, seminars and trainings, internship cooperation, thesis common supervision, employment offers for graduates; post-graduates studies; PhD thesis; Life Long Learning